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Due to a programming error (in the correction stage) all phi’s, psi’s, multiplication 
signs and underscores were deleted in Table 2 (see page 289 of the original article). 
The publisher apologizes for this oversight. The corrected table is reproduced below. 
Table 2 
The functors on FLec 
Functor Objects Morphisms 
-I Al for 4 : A + B, 
41 : Al + Bl is defined by: 
4; _L=l_ p*(lif a) = lift(@a) 
42 I=1 PI (Jift b) = Jif( @b) 
T AT dual to the above 
_X_ AxB for q5 : A --t B and 1/1 : C - D, 
q5 x JI : A x C ----* B x D is defined by: 
(4 x +)e(a,c) = (@a,*l”c) 
(4 x $)C(b,d) = (&b,@d) 
_-+_ [A --f Bl forq%:A-+Bandt+k:C-+D, 
4 -+ @ : [A --t C] -+ [B + D] is defined by: 
(dJ-cCl)“f=ti”ofob 
(@-#)“g=Fogo@ 
* Original article appeared in Science of Computer Programming 22 (1994) 283-306. 
* Corresponding author. 
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